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Information Management in Television
Media Library: A Study conducted in
Pride East Entertainments Private
Limited, Assam.
Introduction:
India's television business is diversified, producing thousands of programs in
many of the country's official languages. A television is owned by more than half of all
Indian households. The country had around 857 channels in 2016, with 184 of them being
paid channels. The delivery of information via electronic devices is the core concern of
television media. Controlling the vast collections of images, programs, and news; television
stations have libraries or archives attached to them. Managing any type of television media
library is a challenging task due to the diversity of storage materials as well as storage types.
Handling such a wide range of technology and resources necessitates the librarian's and
library professionals' effective, extensive, and knowledgeable efforts. Furthermore, the
librarian is unable to use traditional classification or cataloging methods used by any
academic or special libraries. In general, it's difficult to handle diverse formats in tape
libraries because searching and retrieval are difficult without the appropriate tools.
(Schopflin,

2013,

p.121)

have

rightly

said

that,

media librarians, who work for media corporations such as broadcasters and publishers
ofnewspapers, periodicals, and websites, have a low profile in the information profession as
well as among their employers, because they do not receive the proper recognition that they
deserve.
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The present-day population needs everything fast right from food to information. The
TV libraries have to deliver and cater information needs of a specific community like the
editors dealing with programs, the reporters with news clips, files, etc. (Kumara &
Divyananda, 2017, p.237) have discussed that media or television professionals working in
these organizations need the latest, authentic and information based on facts to construct the
news and programs. Along with this, an enormous thrust is there to identify the required
qualitative data because they are the users as well as information creators, initiators, and
communicators.

The environment in which a TV library functions is complicated, dynamic, everchanging, and uncertain. A library of a TV media organization is responsible for transmitting
educational, informational, and entertainment programs for the general public's benefit. An
AV media library is a growing organization, and as time passes, the libraries become larger
and more complicated.

Literature Review:

The area is not very usual for researcher; therefore there are very few numbers of
related articles found. Some articles that have been studied for this paper are given below:

Das, M. K. (2012), in his book has provided a comprehensive and methodological analysis of
the organization, management, and preservation of electronic tapes libraries.

He has

enumerated different types of materials used in the electronic tapes libraries along with their
systematic classification and arrangement for preservation and future retrieval. In television
libraries, the books were replaced by electronic tapes and other electronic storage devices.
According to him, the cataloging of these electronic tapes with a traditional cataloging system
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is near to impossible. Classification is mostly based on type of program, producer, date and
event. No specific software is there for media libraries.

Das, D., & Das, M. K. (2010), have discussed different issues in the management of
electronic storage devices in TV libraries. The problem arises technically and the librarian is
the one to sort out those problems with all knowledge and technical skills. This article helped
to know about the issues faced by the professionals in these areas and to get the ideas for
sorting out those. According to him electronic media libraries are the libraries that deal with
the management of non-print materials and the user category comprises of media who usually
need quick and ready information. Therefore, proper management and easy retrieval of
information are very essential for these libraries to serve them better.

Krishnan, J. (2007), had highlighted an overview of the media resources collection,
metadata used, and how to plan a digital library in media with special reference to CEC, New
Delhi. Though he has not given any information about how to digitize these media collection
but have given a clear outline about the basic things needed to initiate the digitization work in
media libraries. He stressed on the skill development for the library professionals and should
have the knowledge to adopt the modern technological methods for handling information, so
that easy information access and retrieval can be achieved.

Kumara, B.M. Prasana., & Divyananda, K. (2017), they provided the fact related to
information-seeking behavior and media person’s usability of media library services.
Professionals in media need good library facilities and services as well as online data
facilities so that they can serve the organization better. This article discusses the use of the
library and specialized collation information. According to their study, media persons need
specific or detailed information, the libraries should be capable of providing valued services
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to meet their information needs. This paper shows the importance of knowledge management
for prompt and better service in these libraries.

Petrelli and Auld (2008), have discussed the digitization of materials within libraries and the
importance of archives due to technological advancements and user demands. They have
come out with the fact that the foremost reasons for any institution to start a digitization
project are to preserve material and widen its access. Technological advancements are good
but if not upgraded time-to-time may affect the library, its users and service. With
advancements ICT more challenges are need to be meet up by the librarian.

Objectives of the study:
▪

To present a clear picture of information management in Television media.

▪

To know about the users, types of collection, etc.

▪

To get an idea about the working system of this library.

Scope and Limitation of the study:
This study is limited in scope as it highlighted on one organization named Pride East
Entertainments Pvt. Ltd. The other Television media libraries are not included in this paper
because the management techniques are quite different from one another. This organization
has 4(four) channels and 1(one) newspaper.

Observation and Discussion:

About The Organisation-

On

January

21,

2008,

the

company

debuted

with

the

channel

NEWSLIVE. NEWSLIVE, Rang, Ramdhenu, and NORTHEAST LIVE are the five channels
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of Pride East Entertainment Private Limited, a private television media company. Pride East
Entertainments Pvt. Ltd. (PEEPL) also owns NIYAMIA BARTA, an Assamese daily
newspaper.

Collections-

The library contains digital data recorded on HI BAND digital cassettes, mini DVs (s
mall digital video cassettes), DVC (digital video cassettes), audiotapes, audio CDs, CDROMs, DVD-ROMs, multimedia discs, SD cards, and other electronically retrievable forms.
The NEWSLIVE library has 72 books, some conference reports, and commission reports, alt
hough this is rarely utilized for circulation and are accessioned and arranged by subject. The
total collection about 16718 (physical medium) approximately, which includes news, raw
news (footage), programs, short flims, documentaries, songs, movies, etc.

Staffs and Users-

PEEPL library has a fairly simple job description,

that

includes:

One librarian, two assistant librarians, and one library assistant. The user category comprises
reporters, producers, editors, anchors, etc.

Functions of PEEPL library-

In comparison to other libraries, the functions of the television media library are more
complex. Because a single tape can hold a wide range of information, electronic tape libraries
cannot use traditional classification and cataloging techniques. The information is archived in
two ways: manual or traditional archiving and digital archiving. In both cases, the
information has to go through some library operations. Those are given below:
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1. Ingest: After any shoot, the recorded information (cassettes or SD cards) is examined
and the quality of the video footage is checked. The information is then sent to the
fork.
2. Metadata Assignment: Once the footage is ingested, the contents are searched by the
date in ingest fork (temporary server for all telecasted programs) and are ready to be
archived with proper terms and keywords in the server.
3. Archiving: Footages that are important or found to be of importance in near future are
archived. Previously, the data are transferred to a more secured format for future
preservation. But presently, the news items or visuals are archived in the automated
system available on every editor’s PC. Some programs telecasted are also stored in
CD/DVD on daily basis for backup.

Digital Library in PEEPL:

The information archived in three ways: 1) Physical formats; 2) Digital Archives
(Servers); and 3) Highly compact tapes. Firstly, physical formats comprise all physical
storage devices viz. different storage cassettes, CDs, DVDs, etc. They are arranged according
to the information content like news are kept date wise; programs are kept according to
program names with episodes; music are also categorized into bhajans, rock music, live
concerts, etc. and are kept accordingly. Likewise other digital physical formats are archived.
Secondly, the digital archival system that works in two ways: 1) Creates a digital database on
server and 2) Archives the information in highly compact tapes for backup and preservation.
The digital archival system (servers)

in

library

provides

a media asset management platform for an online proxy library of digital resources. All the
information is effectively stored and managed in the server and thereafter simultaneously in
LTO (Linear Tape Open) tapes. Thirdly, they are stored in LTO tapes, which are higly
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compact digital cassettes for data storage. A single cassette can hold 1 TB of digital data and
ensures effective storage of digital information preserved for the future. .
The online library can be easily accessible and can be quickly shared and browsed
worldwide through internet connections. The system provides a variety of tools for online
collaboration which may include tagging, editing, commenting, sharing, review or approval,
distributing. It also helps to several interfaces and permission settings, so that the users are
given access to only those contents which are important to them. It technically consists of the
server (database), clients, and feeder. Information is first uploaded or ingested with the help
of a feeder then send to server (this converts file with other extensions to .mov file and
stores); while archiving the information through server backups into the LTO tape library.

Figure 1-

Showing Information Management and Archival in PEEPL Library
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.

Information Management in PEEPL:

When the images or clips are available through ingest, it is stored or archived for
future use. With the help of the feeder, the ingested information i.e. clips, visuals, programs,
etc. are added to the library. The feeder helps support remote ingest in a variety of formats.
The process includes scanning or dragging and dropping, complex folder structures are
maintained. The Information Management have to go through different process which are
mentioned below: 1) Identification or Classification; 2) Identifying Metadata; 3) Assigning
Metadata; 4) Archiving; 5) Navigation and Browsing; and 6) Digital Copyright Management.

Identifying Digital Object-

Television libraries are ‘borne digital’, they includes information on electronically
accessible formats only. But to technical advancements these electronic formats are very
difficult to manage. These formats are of diverse nature and to keep them in their original
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form is a challenge for the archivist therefore, servers are introduced to solve the problem of
long time preservation. The foremost work of any information manager is to identify or
classify the object that is to be archived. They are classified and categorized into programs,
news, visuals, audio clips, documentary, etc.

Identifying and Assigning Metadata-

Metadata is data about data or information and identifying the correct metadata
according to different objects or information formats is a difficult job to be deal with.
(Petrelli & Auld, 2008, p.116) states that metadata is capable of narrating the characteristics
of information properly in encoded structures which helps to classify, reveal, manage and
assess material. Along with that, it helps to provide the crucial details needed for assisting
retrieval at the level needed by users when keen for information and deciding its importance.
Main problem in handling the metadata is local languages, as there are programs in local
languages like Assamese, Bodo, Mising, Karbi, Bengali, Goura, Dimasa, Raba, etc. The
organization mainly uses Assamese (English script) as well as English so that it is easily
retrieval if searched with local as well as English terms.

The feeder window is displayed in Fig 2. Another method of doing data entry is on
the main screen, the second picture showing how data is entered (Fig 3). The data entered
directly with the “Add Files” option on the bottom of the page or directly added by dragging
from the ingest folder and shows metadata sets, the information which includes description,
projects, categories (these can be created to categories the data according to needs and types.
Then “Tags”, are also created for differentiating the data from another. Once the file is seen
on the main screen, four options will be available viz. archive, download, purge, and update.
On pressing the archiving button, the file will be archived and there will be a red line marked
below. But the second option is used only for small videos or clippings less than 5MB.
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Figure 2-

Process of Adding a File through Feeder

After logging in the main window, on the upper left part, tools are provided like
ingest, comments, project versions, marker, approval, sub-clips, delivery, history (Fig 5). For
operating these options, these can be dragged into the right side free space. These options are
used according to the requirement. The lower part shows the collection of videos and can be
previewed. On the lower left side, categories are given which helps in categorizing the
metadata.

Information Archiving:

According to (Menell, 2007) “The newly develop ability to preserve knowledge
electronically has an important temporal dimension. Like endangered species, many forms of
human knowledge are vulnerable to extinction. Therefore, societies run the risk of losing
aspects of their cultural heritage by forestalling the process of digital archiving.” (p. 1043).
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Archives are part of digital storage system, and helps in preserving the data for future and
long term use. In PEEPL, archiving is done by creating two types of files i.e. temporary and
permanent. The permanent file is restored on request by the editors or by the other authorized
persons while the temporary file is available for few months.

Figure 3-

Meta data assignment in the digital system (option1)

For viewing or for short time editing, temporary files are used. The files are easily
available for navigation and browsing within the campus. When the information is finally
archived, it is automatically preserved digitally. The archived data is not easily erasable
unless and until it is done intentionally. The main purpose of preservation is to grab better
safeguarding the assets of that organization. Digital files like images, audiovisual clips, etc.
are nicely preserved for long time use and are resistant to degradation.
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Figure 5-

Metadata Entry in the Digital System (option2)

Browsing and Searching:

In browsing area, a dashboard option is available, which comprises ingesting,
delivery, archive, and purge (delete) option. With these options, one can see the file status.
When the metadata is set, on clicking the archive option, the file will be stored for backup.
This can be confirmed by the red line on the clip.

The searching option is found on the top and it includes advance search also. In advance
search, there are many options for searching like title, description, author, asset, id, date,
marker, etc. There are other options also like asset state, approved status, marker search, etc.
Digital Copyright Management:

Digital rights management (D.R.M) is a very important part of any digital library.
The Berne Convention is one of the most important copyright treaties, with the goal of
safeguarding literary and artistic works. A cinematograph work is to be treated as an original
work under the Berne Convention, and the owner or producer of such a work is to be afforded
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the same rights as any other copyright holder. D.R.M technology is the core system that
allows the owners to distribute their films in a controlled way. The owner specifies, in which
ways and under which conditions each cinematic asset may be accessed (digital rights,
licensing), and the D.R.M system will try to ensure that each asset can only be accessed as
specified by the owner (enforcement). The same D.R.M system can also be used to distribute
films over the Internet. For example, a producer or it’s organisation who financed the product
(news item, program, etc.) may specify that each product may be showed with licensesing
and for a given period of time. The librarian and authority are solely responsible. The
information products produced within the organization are not accessible outside and
therefore copyrights are reserved. The information products sometimes are bought from other
party along with copyright license.

Figure 6-

Archived Visuals in the Digital Library of PEEPL
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Problems:

After observation, the following problems are outlined below which lead to the
technological shift in any Television Media Library:
1. Daily information: A particular 24-hour news channel may therefore conatain huge
amount of data is gathered on daily basis.
2. Media Organizations with more channels: More channels mean handling more
information with limited resources. Therefore, information management has become
more challenging.
3. Immediate information need: Sometimes the person seeking information, needs the
information immediately due to different reasons and if not properly managed and
archived the retrieval will be time consuming.
4. Space Management: Space management in these libraries is quite difficult because of
diversified physical formats and timely upgraded of technologies.
5. Technological Obsolescence: This is one of the major factors why media libraries
need a shift from physical formats to databases. It is not possible to keep all types of
formats as technology changes with time and to retrieve information from different
formats, which are not available, is a tedious job.
6. No specific software: Specific software for media libraries is not there or maybe there
but is not affordable. Therefore, management became a difficult job.
7. Time-saving: The manual system consumes a lot of time as for single information, we
have to search through different terms.
8. Different storage formats: There are different storage formats like tapes, DVDs, CDs,
etc. Therefore, the information is scattered and is not in one place.
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Conclusion:

Television libraries have audiovisual information, image, or sound clip. If a proper
management system or technology is not present, then it becomes a tougher job for the library
professionals to handle all this information and user demands were also not met up to
expectations. The digital system in this library is found to be effective in managing the library
operations and also solves the problem of long term preservation. Any records or data is
digitized to enhance its durability in the long run and digital preservation has solved the
issues faced by a television library that arises due to technological obsolesce. Television
Libraries are more like archives or can be termed Institutional Repositories also because it
holds the creation by the organizational members like producers, reporters, anchors, actors,
etc. Professionals working in Television media need good library facilities and services so
that their needs are fulfilled within the organization and they need not have to go anywhere in
search of it. The study has provided that the process of information management in
Television media has changed with time and the television libraries have also moved from
manual to digital ones.
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